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A brief background

 16 Years of teaching, past 2&1/2 years supporting my 

schools EAL students

 Independent, private school

 Limited opportunity for great PD to improve skills

 What would be the ideal teacher training to assist me to 

further develop my skills and pass on these skills to 

fellow staff? 

 The TYCEMC course provided me with a different way of 

thinking, allowed me to further develop the skills I had 

been teaching my mainstream students, and how to 

scaffold and develop my curriculum successfully to assist 

my EAL learners and differentiate tasks to cater for 

varying ability levels.



MODULE 6

 Focus of my presentation – Explanation text

 Module 6 - In this module, we built on previous work on 
procedures by considering how we can provide a macro-
scaffold for students to begin developing control of two 
new genres: procedural recount and explanation. 

 I am discussing 3 of the BMA’s that I created during this 
module which specifically focus on Explanations. 

 The objective of the session was to analyse the language 
used during lessons and become aware of the 
opportunities that these activities offer for developing 
students language.



BMA 1– Recounting an explanation

 Task was to 

 design and implement a teaching and learning cycle, scaffolding the 
students so they could recount the stages in an explanation

 Analyse their ability to recount the stages by themselves, and what it took 
to get there.

 After the initial recount, this led into them providing detailed 
explanations as they could draw from various activities and bring it 
altogether.



BMA 2 – Working with Explanations

 In my work on an explanation with my EAL group work on aspects 

introduced in the large teaching and learning cycle covered in this 

module. 

 Could focus on one small aspect OR see this BMA as a longer term one

 I focused on a previous unit on Minibeasts that I completed with my 

Preps and looked at how I could have better implemented it using the 

Teaching and Learning Cycle moving forward.



BMA 3 - Describe some options I could 

explore in setting up a simple explanation.

 Went through school curriculum, as well as referring to 

the Australian Curriculum and discussions with colleagues 

and I devised a list of cycles that could be studied at each 

level, and then used to assist the students in creating 

simple explanations.

 Various templates to present information – flowcharts and 

cycles


